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Lightweight plastic barriers that do not meet safety 
performance criteria must have “THIS IS NOT A 
SAFETY BARRIER” in 40mm uppercase lettering. 
Their purpose is to contain and redirect vehicles 
away from the works area.

The seed of this anthology came, as things do, 
by standing too close. A jackhammer sounds a 
chest-thumping monologue. Buildings implode, 
collapsing inwards. Armies of workers wait 
by roadsides to be trafficked to out-of-sight 
dormitories. Inured to these daily scenes, we 
are often just one step away from a construction 
site; so we learn to distance ourselves, and 
raise our own barriers.

In a city of constant growth, whatever is 
under construction is often scaffolded behind 
temporary hoardings of ubiquitous red and 
white plastic barriers that proclaim their lack 
of protection even as they deign to keep us out. 
After all, aren't we supposed to benefit and 
become better through this? But what is barely 

Foreword

dilapidated or abandoned quickly turns into 
fodder for developers, and land itself is more 
prized than the growth of lasting communities. 
We are inexorably becoming a mercenary people, 
erasing our (already short) histories in order to 
erect new facades.

If it’s new, it'll surely make us better.

This set us thinking about other kinds of 
barriers; ideological or not, they often involve 
sacrosanct issues such as race, culture, religion 
and social stratification. Clumped together, they 
form a perimeter, warning us against over-
stepping our boundaries; nothing is light enough 
to be lifted by an individual, but collectively, 
these barriers will not save us from ourselves.

Against all that is bright and shiny, it's easy 
not to feel the danger; to not want to know 
something darker exists. Because all of us live 
within a safety buffer, we wear the myth of an 
invincible hard hat.
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The poems and photographs in this anthology 
are imagistic snapshots of life in the city. They 
reveal moments that challenge, reaffirm or 
simply point out what is between, against, 
and without. Questioning and exploring, here 
is a social commentary of what's defined and 
undefined on a journey of how the self reacts 
in response to monolithic national barriers.

The book does not set out to represent the 
landscape, but to ask new questions and 
map a terrain of fracture and fallibility. An 
interplay exists between the poems and 
photos as space intersects with silence and 
conversations ensue. 

The different sections, segmented according 
to broad themes, moves the reader through 
different emotional states. Hidden space vies 
for a voice against legislation, as the specter 
of our maligned foreign labour hovers like a 

rough mirror, reflecting what is both triumphant 
and horrific in us.

Perhaps this quote from one of our contributors 
best sums up what we are trying to achieve, or 
unachieve, here:

Our hands are always busy building 
something to fill 
the void if not undoing what 
has already been built

–  R O D R I G O  D E L A  P E Ñ A ,  J R . , 

"To those for whom the gods would destroy"

MARC NAIR AND YEN PHANG
Editors, This Is Not A Safety Barrier
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Ceci n’est pas une...
M A R C E L  H E I J N E N
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He uses his beak to dig into her crust, ten feet deep;

always erect, mechanical, he burrows himself in,
long neck bulldozing even when she doesn’t give way.

She has been soiled before –
years of bedrock spread-eagled for pillars and poles;

steel in her uterus, hole punched in the ground, 
this is her foundation,

the base where storeys begin and apartment blocks 
breed like toadstools invading this turf.

She is fifty now.
The grass is on the other side.

Once green, she’s weathered change of hands;
her surface cracks, stoned by rocks, desiccated as desert.

On her dry days, she hoards dunes,
blows clouds of brown sandpapering the blue sky.

Fifty years since flags of red and white have flown 
on the tip of a crane:

five squares red, four white, 
marking her construction.

She is still being reinvented, fitted, neutered, 
no longer fertile, origin erased;

memories muddied by rain that washes off her past, 
emptying her grassland to blank squares of dust.

Tomorrow she is to be prepared, groomed, 
a host for homes made for minted millions – 

her past harvested for organs, lungs pumping life, 
turning the keys forward and backwards

for the future.

Under Construction
G R A C E  C H I A
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A grey beret weaves through the crowd, 
His are clipped steps, do-properly steps, 
And he has a face my mother would like.
What a nice boy, my mother would say, 
Very nice boy, my aunties would also say, 
Smiling at me, in their tudung quiet and keen. 

His steps are swift 
And his steps are clean
And his steps catch up 
To another brother.

And he also has a face, 
And it accompanies inked arms, 
Emerging from the sleeves
Of a black muscle tee, 
Grim, heavy.
He walks slow, 
And if I may, I will say,
He walks heavy and slow, 
With a weighted gait
Not unlike a bull dog. 

Underpass
I Z Y A N T I  A S A’A R I

A shoulder is tapped and 
Very politely, he says, 
The grey beret says, 
“Sorry abang, boleh check ID?”

Behind them other grey berets 
They keep to the circumference of their patrol. 
Mothers and aunties, look away.
It’s easier like this, 
Sending kin to deal with kin.
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so rude

just take

never ask can or not

of course i don’t like

i work all my life for only a few cents

i rest for one second

and you steal from me

as if you know me

freezing what you see now

so you can show off later

how clever your eye is

you got nothing better to do is it

then pay me what you earn

Privacy
V E R E N A  T A Y
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Old Man 
Tekka Centre, Singapore
J O N  G R E S H A M
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MBS is not where noah parked it in ’65

the meritocratic condom is not the national symbol
despite its advanced graduate-sensing abilities.

this is not an autocratic state
because this poet’s annual defamation indiegogo
has not been set up yet

vowels are not banished to pulau hantu 
because they will wash back on west coast
and mock those who cannot call the sea by her real name

all races are not equal:
the F1 race is more equal than the others.

the fire engine and police jeeps in Little India
are not for Saturday night’s rain-dance party with siren lights.

the merlion does not guzzle its own praise in public after 10pm
because it might turn around and spit on the city it stands for.

there are no men at work, this is not a safety barrier,
it is the curtain of a hospital ward:
this country needs transfusions to survive.

this is not a singapore poem
R O H A N  N A I D U
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Filial Piety
S T E P H C H O Y
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Grateful
F L O R E N C E  L A I



113Opened ground: is it property or a grave? In some accounts
I mix myself with the earth and it is mine. In others I do
the same but it gets to keep me. I combine myself with 

too many things. Sometimes they are people. 
Ownership doesn’t work as easily as theory says, with those.
Mouths are graves. In time you become accustomed 

to living with shovels, holes in relief. We hang them 
on the walls. Every day someone kills a family
of feral rats, digging holes. You’re not meant to live 

where they bury the dead, but we’re running
out of room. I share my bed with four
side-sleepers and a snorer. I don’t mind. 

I’m not allowed to mind. The room lets you 
breathe. Our hands are always covered in dirt
and animals. I combine myself 
with myself and nothing remains.

A Theory of Property
R U T H  T A N G  Y E E  N I N G
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About The Editors
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She believes that design, though led by function, should also seek to express 
emotions and convey deeper narratives. 
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www.qimmyshimmy.com

PHOTO BY TAN WEN HAO
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